ABSTRACT. In a topological algebra with separately continuous multiplication, the result quoted in the title is proved.
INTRODUCTION.
A topological algebra A is a linear associative algebra over complex scalars which is a Hausdorff topological vector space (TVS) A,x n ---, x,y n -, y imply Xny n xy). In a topological algebra, joint continuity gives hypocontinuity which in turn implies sequential joint continuity; and if A is barelled (respectively complete matrizable or m-convex), multiplication is hypocontinuous (respectively jointly continuous). We extend the above result of E1-Helaly and Husain in its final form by modifying their arguments, and also obtain its variant in a more general frame-work. Let en (Snm)= 1" Then (y.) defined by fl=el, fn=(-1)n+lel+en(n>2) is a basis which is not Schauder [2] . In fact, f + ; + ; + f ,, >_ 2), f o.
